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Let's not fool ourselves!
Those who demand humbleness in management
today have the applause on their side – and reality
against them. Especially in top management, there
is a deep gap between propagating and practicing
humbleness. Overcoming this gap would require
above all one thing: Courage! Why? Because
humbleness is too easily and mistakenly confused
with a lack of ambition and weak decision-making
– a devastating judgement for every manager.
The diagnosis is clear: In our time, which is
characterized by disruption and uncertainty, it is a
fundamental mistake to counter the loss of old
certainties with false self-assurance. Twenty years
ago, management researcher Jim Collins
developed the leadership formula that ensures
long-term corporate success: the paradoxical
combination of immodesty in professional
ambition and personal humbleness. It is not selfconfident, heroic leadership that is the answer to
our disruptive times – but the courage to take on a
self-confident "immodest humbleness".
What does courage to be humble in management
mean – in action?
It means a deep change in self-perception – the
conscious abandonment of perceiving oneself the
measure of all things. Our times of disruption
require...
•
•
•
•

•

Courage to not know and to unlearn the
fast, routine judgement;
Courage to attribute success to others and
failures or mistakes to oneself;
Courage to create followership for a
purpose, not for oneself;
Courage to understand oneself as a
learning experiment and to leave the
personal comfort zone;
Courage to take off the armour of selfprotection, to allow doubts and
vulnerability.

For the CEO, this means an “inner parting” from
the traditional claim to superiority and a
fundamental transformational step from the
dominant Chief EXECUTIVE Officer to the serving
Chief ENABLING Officer.
"Humble people are admired – if you ever hear of
them," essayist E.W. Howe concluded cynically.

And rightly so: personal humbleness does develop
its relentless power only in combination with
immodesty in ambition – that is a fierce will. Thus,
the VUCCA world requires also...
•
•

•
•
•

Courage to formulate bold disruptive
ambitions – without clear forecasts;
Courage to question business models
fundamentally – especially the successful
ones;
Courage
to
endure
innovative
experiments – with an open outcome;
Courage to focus on long-term success –
not short-term results;
Courage to test new forms of cooperation
and partnerships – internally and
externally.

But do they really exist, these “immodest humble
ones”?
Are they again just such a homunculus from the
laboratory of management thinkers with little
practical experience? One of the most successful
CEOs of recent years is an outstanding example –
and even in management circles not everyone
knows him. Within four years, Satya Nadella has
transformed Microsoft from a stumbling software
dinosaur to a global leader in cloud-based, AIdriven business models – with a market
capitalization of more than 1 trillion US-Dollar. His
recipe? Humbleness and empathy as a person
paired with immodesty in his ambitious thrive to
innovate and transform the company.
Learning from Satya Nadella: Being a "Humble
Revolutionary" – that could be the attitude of the
successful manager of the future. Without courage
this won`t be possible: "Deep down, many people
believe that if you don't win, you will lose," says
management thinker Edgar Schein. And he's right:
"I'm not opening a flank – others are only taking
advantage of it," we hear again and again. In the
belief that there is constant competition between
managers, humbleness is often perceived as a flaw.
In the eyes of most managers, it makes them look
weak and vulnerable where demonstrative
strength seems to be required. It is the personal
courage that decides, especially in the top
management: Are you self-confident enough to
meet your own fear? Dare to act with a fierce will
while acknowledging your own vulnerability – be
courageous!
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